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Every year someone graduates

Every year someone leaves with joy and tears

You used to stand in the distance and watch

But this year, it is finally your turn

Put on the bachelor gown and hat

Measure four years of memory with your own steps

Take a last look at your dorm 

Things collected little by little in four years

Shall be moved out little by little now

Four years have passed too fast

The CBPM before dawn remembers your efforts

The two-lane track after dusk witnesses your sweat 

Those intense course registrations 

And crazy deadlines

Have become special memories of WKUers

You take off your bachelor gown, covered in loneliness

Feeling confused about the future, and attached to the campus

You may have yearning and anxiety for this world

To The 2020 Graduates
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INTRODUCING UNIVERSITY

WKU is a Chinese-American jointly established 
higher education institution with independent 
legal person status and limited liabilities.

5
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Being well-knit with Chinese actual conditions 
and needs in developing regional economy and 
cultures, the University strives for excellence in 
building an international university with world-
class education, which is fundamentally student-
oriented, innovatively inclusive, diversely 
developmental and characteristically unique.
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INTRODUCING UNIVERSITY

Wenzhou-Kean University is a Chinese-American 
jointly established higher education institution with 
Independent legal person status and limited liabilities. 
Wenzhou-Kean University has been dedicated to the 
principle of “providing students with different ways 
of development” by introducing and referencing 
educational resources, critical missions and advanced 
patterns from prestigious universities in the US. 

ᓌ
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Ⴥᙗ௮य़ฎӞಅٍํᇿᒈဩՈᩒ໒ጱӾᗦ֢ݳय़

̶Ⴥᙗ௮य़ᛘێԭŉԅӧݶጱኞತکӧݶጱ�

ᩒრ̵ቘஷېսᨶय़ጱᰄᗦŊ҅ᬰݻොݎ

ᵱݎऒᕪၧ۸ጱ܄ఘӨӾݳཛྷୗ҅ᔲੂᕮ

҅ୌᦡӞಅզኞԅ̵ڠෛ۱̵ग़ݎز̵ᇙ

ᜋẌกጱӮኴᕆරᙙଘጱᴬ۸य̶़໊ጱՈ

ङِፓຽฎ � ᣟݳӾᗦᴬරᙙරොဩ҅ङٍِํ

᭜ڠෛ̵ڠٍ॓҅ۓԪڞᴬᥢቖᥤᰀ҅᭗ปق

ᚆێጱᴬ۸Ո̶

໊ᓌՕ
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02
DEANS’ BLESSINGS

CAO Jiang          The College of Business 
& Public Management      

Raquel Stuart         The College of Liberal Arts

Larry Brown The College of 
Science & Technology 

David Mohney The College of 
Architecture & Design

Rose Gonnella The College of 
Architecture & Design

* In alphabetical order

11
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Dear Class of 2020, 

You are graduating in an extraordinary milestone year in 
human history. Embrace the Black Swan and turn the crisis 
into opportunities! 
 
To be successful, you need to be smart, nice, and driven. 
There are plenty of smart and nice people in this world, so 
it is crucial for you to be driven and have fire in the belly. 
Despite less fanfare in your Commencement, you shall 
hold your spirit as high as ever, because every one of you 
accomplished a lot, and now you are ready to use your 
talents for the greater good. 

My very best wishes to Class 2020! 

ᐞ
ᐰ
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Hello,

CAO Jiang 
The Dean from the College of 
Business & Public Management

� ࠟᴺᴺᳩ
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Hello,

David Mohney 
The Dean from the College of 
Architecture & Design

� ୌᒺӨᦡᦇᴺᴺᳩ
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Dear Students of the College of Architecture and 
Design at Wenzhou-Kean University:
 
I want to celebrate your accomplishments as students in 
our college over this past year. You have worked hard and 
produced noteworthy projects individually and in teams. You 
have engaged with your faculty members and raised the 
standards for what you created in school, as well as what 
we expect from you as you enter the professional worlds of 
Design and Architecture. Congratulations!
 
There is much uncertainty in the world today as we confront 
serious issues of public health and maintaining community. 
But I am certain of two points: first the role of Design and 
Architecture will be critical to rebuilding our communities, 
and second, that you will grow into leaders of that effort, 
not only in China but globally. You have the skills, creativity, 
and intellect to provide significant directions as society 
rebuilds.  Embrace that challenge! Continue to show your 
pride in Wenzhou-Kean University, and our college! I wish 
you well and look forward to seeing you all in person in the 
very near future.

ᐞ
ᐰ
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Graduating Seniors,

The Faculty, Staff and I would like to offer our sincere 
congratulations marking this milestone in your life. It was only 
four short years ago (maybe it seems longer to you) that 
you walked onto the campus of Wenzhou-Kean University. 
For most of you, it was the first time away from home, a 
little bit of liberty staring you in the face, freedom to make 
important decisions, and whether to excel in your classes 
with all the challenges and study that it entailed. Oh, those 
long hours late at night trying to understand those Linear 
Algebra or Data Structure problems. Despite all the obstacles 
that you thought faculty were throwing your way, you have 
persevered, and now you are transformed into a new person. 
You are ready to follow the path that many before you have 
trod by going off to graduate school, possibly in a country 
that lies distant, or being employed in the city where you 
were born. And yet some of you will strike out on a new path 
and become that entrepreneur, that world famous investment 
banker, or the developer of a gadget we cannot even 
imagine. You have earned a World Class Education and now 
are prepared to meet whatever lies on your path. 
 
May your life’s journey be long and abundant.

ᐞ
ᐰ
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Hello,

Larry Brown
The Dean  from the College of 
Science & Technology

� ቘૡᴺᴺᳩ
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Hello,

Raquel Stuart 
The Dean  from the College of 
Liberal Arts

� Ոᴺᴺᳩ
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You have the raw materials within you to reach your destiny. 
Whenever you are tempted to think you are inadequate and 
you don’t belong, remember, you have the raw materials within 
you. Your responsibility is to shape/train the raw material. Stay 
away from measuring your abilities against someone else’s 
destiny. Be in competition with your own abilities! Ascribe 
to your own uniqueness! Be willing to persevere through the 
challenges of life to reach your destiny!

ᐞ
ᐰ
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When I see the diligence, passion for learning, optimism, and 
great effort that our students dedicate to their studies, I am 
proud and I find joy in the knowledge that they will succeed, 
prosper, and be happy in their careers and lead a fulfilling life.

ᐞ
ᐰ
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Hello,

Rose Gonnella
The Dean from the College of 
Architecture & Design

� ୌᒺӨᦡᦇᴺᳩ
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PROFESSORS’ BLESSINGS

* In alphabetical order

23

Aloysius Wong        

Toby Michelena        

Tissa Salter

Fa-Hsiang Chang

Vasileios BougioukosJeonghwan Choi    

Candy Chiu

Nikita Nankov 
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-
Aloysius Wong 

Dear graduates, congratulations! 
This is a huge milestone and you should feel proud of your 
achievements. I joined WKU the same time with you in Fall of 
2016, so I get the opportunity to witness the growth of some of 
you whom I have had the privilege to know and taught, since your 
freshman year. It also reminds me of how fast time flies. As you 
spread your wings to scale new heights, I hope you will remember 
where it all started. WKU has provided a unique platform for you 
to freely develop your talents and launch your careers so I hope 
you will only have fond memories of what is now, your alma mater. 
All the best in your future endeavors, do not just strive to survive, 
but live a fulfilling life!

ᐞ
ᐰ
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-
Candy Chiu

Congratulations on your Big achievements! 
My wish for you is that this life becomes all that you want it to. Start 
each day believing in your dreams. Know without a doubt that you 
were made for great things. Aim High and Be Your Best!
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-
Fa-Hsiang Chang

Dear graduates, congratulations! 
This is a huge milestone and you should feel proud of your 
achievements. I joined WKU the same time with you in Fall of 
2016, so I get the opportunity to witness the growth of some of 
you whom I have had the privilege to know and taught, since your 
freshman year. It also reminds me of how fast time flies. As you 
spread your wings to scale new heights, I hope you will remember 
where it all started. WKU has provided a unique platform for you 
to freely develop your talents and launch your careers so I hope 
you will only have fond memories of what is now, your alma mater. 
All the best in your future endeavors, do not just strive to survive, 
but live a fulfilling life!
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-
Jeonghwan Choi   
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Recently, a few undergraduate students come to me and request 
for recommendation letters to apply for graduate programs.
It is a great pleasure and honor to help students having my 
humble letters. And I asked a fundamental question: "What is your 
purpose of going to graduate school?".
Students commonly answered:
Because I want to get a better job!
Because I want to experience foreign life!
Because my Mom and Dad want me to go to graduate school!
Because I have good GPA, TOEFL, GRE/GMAT scores.
Then, I changed my question: "What problem do you want to solve 
for us by using your knowledge from the graduate program?"
Students are puzzled because they think they must come back 
home to get a good job and serve for their parent. Absolutely, that 
is OK. But that cannot be a reason to study at a graduate program 
because the purpose of graduate study is not to train the future 
workers but questioners, problem-solvers, and leaders.
Many Asian students are bounded by a certain strong social 
pressure. This is the reason why Asian students work hard: to get a 
better job; to build a good and stable life.
But what if these Kids have a great potential that can lead us to 
a better world through their creative and constructive problem- 
solving actions? ls the mediocre expectation from parents and 
society appropriate?

I wish my students can search for a tough problem that must be 
addressed by the young talent. And I wish my students would 
not afraid to listen and follow their own callings from the tough 
problem.
Because I can sense that many of our kids are dragons, not frogs. 
Dragons, please rise and fly high to help people!
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-
Nikita Nankov

Dear Friends, 
Believe in yourself as I believe in you--and much more! I wish you 
all the good luck and happiness in your life after WKU! It has been 
an honor living with you. 
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-
Tissa Salter

Congratulations and Best Wishes Graduates! 
Maybe I taught you in class, maybe I ate lunch with you one day 
in the cafeteria or said hello in the hallway -- or maybe we do not 
know each other at all. My message to each of you, however, is 
the same and is one of appreciation and enormous respect for 
how far you have come. I sincerely regret that the pandemic has 
cheated you of your graduation celebration, but this is a time to 
look ahead and not behind. You are finished with one important 
phase of your life and, moving into the next phase of your future in 
unprecedented times. That is not altogether a bad thing. 
Read about some of the leaders of the early 1900s and the years 
of World Wars. China’s emphasis on education is well-recorded 
and, even in times of war, brilliant, talented, hard-working students 
like you went abroad for advanced education and, upon returning 
(like so many of you plan to), took their places among the highest 
leaders in government and industry. You are the next generation of 
leaders, of people who share a common vision of China becoming 
a global force to be reckoned with. In short, you are who will 
continue the momentum and direction of China.  
Yes, 2020 was heralded as a year we all thought would be special; 
we liked the numerology, but we could not have imagined what we 
had in store. Even though these times may leave an indelible mark 
in your memory, be grateful nonetheless.  What people find within 
themselves in the most difficult periods of their lives is often the 
difference between a mediocre float down the river of life, or an 
acute and urgent focus leading to success of the highest order.  
People’s lives, ceremonies, and celebrations have been disrupted 
by global events throughout time, but, interestingly, the worst of 
times often brings out the best in people. Let that be you. We, as 
one world, one global village, share in this moment. It is your 
moment. You leave Wenzhou-Kean armed with a genuinely unique 
education and the capacity to make better not only China, but also 
the world. I hope you go out and do that.  
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persevered and are now graduates looking forward to your next 
great adventure.  It has been a pleasure to be a small part of your 
success at WKU.  Having watched you grow the last four years, I 
am confident that you have the abilities to succeed at whatever you 
may choose to do, be that graduate school or moving directly into 
the workforce.  I hope you take away many wonderful memories 
from your time at WKU, I certainly have many of you.  It is my 
hope that you keep learning and keep reaching for your dreams.  
Best wishes for a happy, healthy and prosperous future.  

-
Toby Michelena        
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-
Vasileios Bougioukos

Dear Graduates of 2020,
Congratulations on your graduation and all the best for your next 
quest!!
I hope your life is full of happiness and success!
We arrived at WKU at the same time; it was the fall of 2016. I saw 
you growing and becoming the beautiful individuals you are today, 
ready to conquer new goals in your future life. 
I still remember the ceremony welcoming you to our University. I 
was happy back then, but now as we are in your final chapter at 
WKU, I am even happier!! Why? Because now, you are not just the 
Class of 2020 to me but my family in China whom I will remember 
and love forever.  
Always remember that when you are full of spirit and dreams, 
nothing can stop you, no matter how difficult the times we live in 
are.
I have always believed in you, and you have never let me down.
I wish you the best of luck !!!
Power!
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Lynn         Globel Business     

Phoenix

Val

English

Marketing

Cherry English
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Lynn

Global Business

Interview

1

2

3

KIWI:  What is the change of your state of 
mood from your first year to senior year ?

KIWI: Do you have any suggestions to your 
junior schoolmates ?

KIWI:  Summarize your university life in one 
sentence.

Lynn:  I actively participated in campus activity 
in my first year and I studies really hard in my 
second year. The junior year was my exploration 
time for new environment and the senior year is 
the trial time for my transaction from student to 
my career. 

Lynn:  Keep trying! Always try to step out the 
comfort zone! You would never know where your 
limitation is and how much energy you have if 
you do not try. There are ample opportunities in 
this vast world. Take a leap of faith to anything 
you want to do. 

Lynn:  I have done a lot of meaningful things 
and met a lot of important people, 
so I would to name it “the happy university time”
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1

KIWI:  �य़Ӟکय़ࢥጱஞह۸ݒฎெԍጱޫ ?

KIWI:   ํဌํᕳটጱமޞ ?

Lynn:� �य़Ӟጱ҅ײ౯ӞἩ֢࿈ಎԭ໊ࢮၚ̶ۖ
य़ԫጱײ ౯̔࿈ဃԄኦॳێۘݎԟ य̶़ӣጱ҅ײ
౯᪷᩸ᚕറᔱ፳ෛጱሾह̶य़ࢥጱ҅ײ౯ᦶ
ኞᬦჁکᘳՈ̶

Lynn:  ӞਧᥝԭᦶѺӞਧᥝԭᬧڊᒫӞྍѺ
ԅӧ݄ᦶᦶ፡֦੪ᬱӧտᎣ֦᭲ጱŉॠᜰࢩ

3

KIWI:   Ӟݙᦾ༷ೡᛔ૩ጱय़ኞၚ̶

Lynn:  ౯ਠ౮ԧᦜग़ํԎጱԪ҅Ԟ᭬ᥠԧᦜग़᯿
ᥝጱՈ҅ಅզ౯ᑍٌԅŉଛᐰጱय़طŊ̶

Ŋ҅ߺࣁ�ԞᬱӧտᎣ᭲ᛔ૩ጱŉੜਜਦŊܻ꧌ჿ
፳ᚆᰁ̶Ӯኴᬯԍय़҅տᬯԍग̶़ލথጱ҅य़ᙦ
݄ᦶᛔ૩మ؉ጱྯӞկԪఘމ a
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Cherry

KIWI:  What is the change of your state 
of mood from your first year to your senior 
year? Can you share it with us in a more 
specific way?

KIWI: Is there anything unforgettable or 
something having a significant impact to you in 
your four years’ university life?

KIWI:  Do you regret anything in your four 
years’ university life? Can you share something 
about it?

Cherry:  (I) have understood that confidence 
and contribution are supplementary to each 
other. If you want to do something, just do it. 
You can enjoy your time when it is not study 
time. Don’t be afraid.

Cherry:  One turning point is the exchange 
program and Kean university. It changes 
my mind to apply for American universities 
for graduation school instead of Australian 
universities. This experience improves my oral 
English, expands my horizon and gives me 
more confidence. 

Cherry:  (I) regret I did not work hard enough 
in the first half of my first year. I sometimes feel 
myself inferior to others and spend some time 
moping. However, I do not regret that part of 
my university, I have grown a lot while getting 
through that. It is a task in my pursue to the 
true self.

2

3

1

Interview 
ᦾ
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2

KIWI: Ջԍᵙզํވଙጱय़ኞၚӾ֦҅ฎࢥࣁ� 
ᦕጱԪկҘฎ֦ํ᯿य़ߥጱԪկޫҘ����

ັᜏ ��Ӟӻᶋଉय़ጱರᅩฎ݄ᗦᙗԻഘ҅ᦏ

మኸᄳၖጱ౯ಭᗦ҅ṛԧݗ҅፡
̶מԧᛔےԧๅଠᴒጱӮኴ҅Ԟीک

1
KIWI:  �֦य़Ӟکय़ࢥጱஞहٌ՜ොᶎํՋԍද
����ҘހՁӞӥړզӨ౯ժݢ॒҅֜ࣁҘ֛ሿޫݒ

ັᜏ ��กጮᛔמ౮੪ฎፘᬀፘ౮ጱ҅మکՋԍ
զளԔሻᘓ҅ӧݢਫෞ҅ԟԏ֟Ԟ݄զय़ᙦݢ
ᥝਸ਼ொ̶

ັᜏ �Ԟํڹय़ӞӤ๗ဌํঅঅԟ̶ԏఄݸ�

ᶋଉᛔܑᛔᛔᜑጱ֕҅ײฎىԭஞहᬯӻ౯
ӧࢩ҅ఄݸԅᕪܲԧᮎԶᬮฎํஉय़౮ᳩጱ҅ᓒฎ
᭄፥౯ᬦᑕӾጱӞ᭲ᵙ̶ى

KIWI: ఄݸᥧํވଙጱय़ኞၚӾ֦҅ฎࢥࣁ� 
ฎӧইጱײҘݢզӨ౯ժړՁӞӥހҘ����

3

KIWI:  Do you have any life experience you 
want to share with your junior schoolmates?

Cherry:  To have a positive mind and the key 
of study is not how much time you spend, but 
how efficient you are.  If you say a lot, and do 
nothing, the only output would be nothing. 

4

KIWI:  How would you summarize your 
university life in one sentence?

Cherry:  Meandering process and spiral 
progressing, and I received great help from 
kind people on my way seeking the true self. 

5

KIWI:  �ইຎአӞݙᦾ༷ೡ֦ጱय़ኞၚ֦҅տெԍ
᧔ޫҘ����

ັᜏ ��ใರڹᬰ҅ᣪӤ҅܋ತ፥౯҅ᩃՈፘ

̶ۗ

5

4
KIWI:  �ํဌํՈኞᕪḵమӨটժړՁҘ����

ັᜏ ��ஞாᥝঅ҅ԟӧࣁᳵग़ᘒࣁපሲṛ҅
᧔ӧᕞୗ̶ط
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KIWI:  What is the change of your state 
of mood from your first year to your senior 
year? Can you share it with us in a more 
specific way?

Phoenix:  I know more about myself so 
when I meet some problems, I would choose to 
find solutions from my own instead of finding 
excuses from the outside or someone else. 
Therefore I would not try to do something 
I cannot handle. The university life can be 
happier and more meaningful if you choose a 
more practical and feasible approach. 

2

KIWI: Is there anything unforgettable or 
something having a significant impact on you in 
your four years’ university life?

Phoenix:  There are a lot but I do not want 
to take one out to represent the rest. Generally 
speaking, I feel extremely grateful to meet all 
the professors, staffs, classmates, and friends 
in WKU. It is a privilege to meet them. I want 
to thank them for letting me see the possibility 
of my life. Their ways of living and their 
experience become part of my future goal.

ᄞᵳ᜴�
Phoenix

1

Interview 
ᦾ
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Phoenix:  Frankly speaking, I am not old 
enough to share my “life wisdom” to my 
younger schoolmates. However, I want to 
share the change of my thoughts, which is the 
knowledge learn from my psychology courses 
and my psychology professors. To know 
yourself and to prepare for changes. I think you 
would change a lot without realizing it from 
inside to outside in WKU, so just embrace the 
change in a positive way.

KIWI:  Do you have any life experience you 
want to share with your junior schoolmates?

3
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KIWI:  �֦य़Ӟکय़ࢥጱஞहٌ՜ොᶎํՋԍද
ҘހՁӞӥړզӨ౯ժݢ॒҅֜ࣁҘ֛ሿޫݒ

ᄞᵳ᜴ �� �ๅےԧᥴᛔ૩ԧ҅୮౯᭬کӞԶᳯ᷌౯
क़ತሾहݻᛔತᥴ٬ഷෞ҅ᘒӧฎٖݻԭݻ
ګӞԶ౯ഴګᬯৼ౯੪ӧտᦶ݄ഴ̶ࢩՈጱܻڦ
ӧԧጱӳᥜ҅ਫࣁӞᅩ҅य़ኞၚ੪ᬦளԔᘒํ
Ԏԧ̶

KIWI: Ջԍᵙզํވଙጱय़ኞၚӾ֦҅ฎࢥࣁ� 
ᦕጱԪկҘฎ֦ํ᯿य़ߥጱԪկޫҘ

ᄞᵳ᜴ �� �ํஉग़҅֕ฎӧమӞկ೭ڊդᤒۃӥ
ጱᦜग़կ ̶ጱ᧔౯உఽᄶ౯᭬کԧჅᙗጱරദժ̵
ᘌժ ժ๏ժ̵ݶ ᧔̔ጱ३ୟӞᅩฎŉӣኞํଛŊ̶
ఽᨀ՜ժᦏ౯፡کԧኞၚጱݢᚆ҅՜ժጱኞၚොୗ
ᕪܲ҅ํԶ૪ᕪ౮ԅԧ౯๚ጱፓຽ̶

ᄞᵳ᜴ �� �ਫҁํ҂ᦾҁӞ҂ਫҁ᧔҂᧔ҁӞ҂҅౯
ᬮဌํᘌݢکզᕳটժړՁŉՈኞᕪḵŊጱଙᕉ
̶ࠡ౯మړՁጱᬮฎ౯ᛔ૩ጱஞहද҅ݒԞฎ౯ஞ
ቘ᧞౯ጱஞቘරദᮎ᯾ጱӞԶᎣᦩғԧᥴᛔ૩҅
දݒ؉অ̶॓ٵ౯ӻՈᥧࣁჅᙗ҅ӻՈጱٖஞ
మտӧᕪᳵදݒஉग़҅ಅզ౯ժ੪ᑌຄ಼݄
ද̶މݒ

KIWI:  �ํဌํՈኞᕪḵమӨটժړՁҘ

3
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KIWI:  Do you regret anything in your four 
years’ university life? Can you share something 
about it?

Phoenix:  I think “could be better” would be 
a more accurate term instead of regret. There 
is no use crying after something bad. It would 
do no good and might affect the next step. 
There is something I would feel “gratified pity” 
or “that might be the better choice”. After all, 
there are always some tests or some courses I 
think I can do better. I did miss some student 
activities. However, missing like this makes me 
value more about the future.
The most regretful thing is the time I spend in 
WKU is a spring semester less than the normal 
arrangement (due to the COVID-19). My 
undergraduate is close to end, which is really 
sad. I wish to go back to visit those professors 
and staffs (if they stay there longer) and to see 
the classrooms and the buildings. I would try to 
pay a visit to those professors and classmates 
who are my friends, even they are faraway. The 
virus situation makes the reunion in WKU so 
far, but there is still chance that we can arrange 
this reunion in the future.
I would not regret the university life I have spent 
in WKU, and I feel really really really happy 
about the experience I have acquired here. 

Phoenix:  I really can’t summarize my 
university life in one sentence because each 
time my memory would bring a different 
experience back to me. There are always 
unnoticed details coming back every time I 
recall those memories. 
If you have to ask me to summarize one 
sentence to say something about university 
life, I would use this sentence. A few weeks 
before, there was a junior friend saying he/
she does not want to see the news related to 
the reopening of middle school in a sad way, 
because he/she really envies that. School is 
a sensitive word now. However, when I think 
about school or WKU, I would say it in a very 
happy way, “I am glad that I have valued every 
day I have spent in WKU.”

KIWI:  How would you summarize your 
university life in one sentence?

4
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ᄞᵳ᜴ �� �Ӟݙᦾ፥ጱ༷ೡӧԧ౯ጱय़ኞၚ҅ᬯղ

ᕪܲ౯ఽᥧྯེࢧ᮷ฎӧӞጱ֛ḵ҅ྯེࢧ᮷
ํԏڹဌဳጱᕡᜓႀሿڊ̶
ᏝᥝአŉӞݙᦾŉ౯ጱय़ኞၚ᧔ᅩՋԍጱᦾ҅౯మ
አᬯپ̶ݙӻจ๗ํڹӻय़ӣጱ๏ᢡօఽ᧔ 7$
ӧౄ፡ڡӾṛӾጱၾ௳҅፡ԧॡᗬొԧ҅ŉ໊Ŋ
ሿࣁฎӻօఽጱ̶֕౯మک໊మکჅᙗ҅౯ᚆᒞ
፳ོ᧔ғŉ౯உṛي౯ቊఠԧᬦ݄ࣁჅᙗጱྯӞॠ Ŋ̶

KIWI:  �ইຎአӞݙᦾ༷ೡ֦ጱय़ኞၚ֦҅տெԍ
᧔ޫҘ

5
ᄞᵳ᜴ �� �౯ᥧํԶ҅ײฎݢզᦧհԅŉᬮݢզ؉
ๅঅŊ҅֕ӧฎఄݸӧই̶ླᒌḘݸᅣ֒ጱఄݸ
ఽᥧԞဌՋԍአ҅ӧᚆᦏᛔ૩অݑӞᅩ҅᧔ӧਧᬮ
ӥӞྍጱஞఘ̶ํᩳߥ ԶԪ ౯̔य़༷տଃ፳ŉჿ᪃ጱ᭳Ŋ
᧔ŉԞᦜᬯտๅঅމŊ̶ླᒌํᮎԍᜓپ᧞҅ᮎԍ
ᘍᦶ҅ᥧᛔ૩ᬮᚆٚಎਫӞᅩ̶ํӞԶེپ
ኞၚۖԞጱᏟฎᲙᬦԧ҅ӧᬦᲙᬦԧๅےቊఠ๚
ᚆکጱ̶
ӞӞկ๋ӧኚஞጱԪఘ҅੪ฎ౯፡ԧჅᙗጱӞӻࠔ
ชॠ҅౯ጱय़ᑀ੪ᥝᕮԧńń᧔کᬯӻ፥ጱտ
፲፺ᯢᯢጱ̶౯మզݸᥝग़݄ࢧ፡፡ᮎԶරദᘌ
ҁইຎ՜ժᬮᚆग़پࣁଙጱᦾ҂҅ग़፡پ፲රਰݱ
ແ̶༵ߺொݶ๏රദժව៧Ӯኴ҅ݱ౯Ԟమᥝ
உ᭸ᬱ҅֕ݒჅᙗጱፘᥠࣁᦢҔዖఘᦏ౯ժ॒ࢥ
ฎ๚ᬮํஉग़ਞഭᚆᖅӤᬯղࣁჅᙗতጱఘ᧩̶
౯ӧտఄݸ౯ࣁჅᙗጱय़ኞၚ҅౯፥ጱ፥ጱ፥ጱஉ
ṛي౯ࣁᬯ᯾឴ጱᕪ̶ܲ

KIWI: ఄݸᥧํވଙጱय़ኞၚӾ֦҅ฎࢥࣁ� 
ฎӧইጱײҘݢզӨ౯ժړՁӞӥހҘ

4
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KIWI:  From Marketing major to a 
photographer and a director, then an 
entrepreneur, you have proceeded while 
following your own goals on your way of 
exploring your interests. I wonder how do 
you deal with periodical targets and overall 
goals, and do you have any suggestions for 
your younger schoolmates?

1

Interview

�ᨕڝ

Val


ᦾ

૱០ᲀ

Marketing

Val:  I think it is difficult for me to set a 
specific general goal. I really appreciate those 
classmates who have a clear overall goal from 
the very beginning and starts achieving them 
step by step. For example, my Accounting 
major classmates might get their CPA or ACCA 
license, and Finance major classmates would 
prepare for their CFA certificate. I feel I a lot 
of peer pressure from them and sometimes I 
doubt my vague target through videography 
and photography, and sometimes I wonder if I 
should follow what the majority do. 
Once the overall goal is shaken, the mental 
status would go south. We are not sure pursuing 
a new goal would bring certain achievements 
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and the previous efforts might be incorrect. 
I suggest to try as much as possible at this 
critical time, and the sooner, the more practice 
you have done, the result would be better. The 
choice of your major during your high school 
might be done under lack of information. You 
have no idea what the major means, whether 
you like it or not, and what the future of this 
major in your high school. Sometimes you 
would feel confused about your future when 
you want to decide your future goal by simply 
choosing a major. When you convert abstract 
major into specific career, you might be not so 
sure about whether you truly like this career or 
you are suitable for it. Similarly, you would also 
feel confused when you decide to choose your 
goal based on only your hobby. It is because 
you might know very few things in that field 
and the information is not asymmetric. It is 
impossible to find your own specific, feasible 
way to success that can be achieved step by 
step with your own resources. Although the 
confusion in university is various, the existence 
of a goal is necessary. It is extremely important 
to have access to the necessary information 
to make you periodical target or overall goal. 
The first step is to acquire information from 
all kinds of platforms, including Zhihu, bbs 
and even Xiaohongshu, etc. We can extract 
some valuable points to build our own target 
through other’s experience. Those information 
can help build our own periodical goal and 
overall target. Personally, I think the overall 
target might be general, but the periodical goal 
must be clear. The overall goal can be clearer 
during the realization of the periodical target. I 
am a good example that realizes how to adjust 
my goal through all kinds of internships and 
programs. 

1

KIWI:  �૱០ᲀӫӱک൱̵ᄍ҅ᖀᘒݸکᖅ
ᬰ̶᧗ڹ᪁ӧෙറᔱ҅ଚ᪙ᵋፓຽӧෙيӱ҅ᵋ፳ڠ
ᳯ֦ࣁय़๗ᳵ֦ฎই॒֜ቘᴤྦྷፓຽෆ֛ፓ
ຽ҅ࣁྌොᶎํՋԍୌᦓᚆᕳটժړՁጱހҘ

ᨕڝ ���౯ᥧ౯᧔ᦡᗝӞӻஉٍ֛ጱෆ֛
ፓຽฎྲࢯᵙጱ̶౯ᶋଉོᩝᬟᮎԶஉ੪ํ
உٍ֛ፓຽጱݶ҅՜ժտஉᦊ፥உกᏟӞྍӞྍ݄
ᬡ౮ᬯӻፓຽ̶ྲইԟտᦇጱݶտӞྍྍ &3$
 $&&$ ᘍ҅ڊԟᰂᣟጱݶݢᚆࣁᘍ &)$̶౯ࣁ
ᬯӻײ੪տఽکᛔᬃݶԏᳵጱܴํ҅ێײտ
ወᛔ૩ཛྷᔡጱࣁ؟ොݻӤጱፓຽฎӧฎྋᏟ҅ฎӧ
ฎଫᧆ᪙ᵋय़ग़හݶጱᚕྍ̶
Ӟ෮ෆ֛ፓຽݎኞۖ൴҅ஞாݢᚆտӧॡᑞਧ̶ࢩ
ԅᬯޱ፳౯ժԏڹಅ؉ጱۘێጱොݻฎӧྋᏟጱ҅
ଃӞਧጱ౮੪̶ވᚆݻ౯ժԞӧᏟਧ᭄᩷ෛොݶ
ᬯӻײ౯ጱୌᦓฎग़݄؉ᦶ҅ᘒӬᬯӻᦶ᩼
᩼অ҅᩼ग़᩼অ̶ṛӾླӱ؉ڊጱӫӱೠݢᚆฎࣁ
Ӟӻמ௳ӧ᪃ጱఘ٭ӥਠ౮ጱ̶ṛӾԭᬯӻӫӱٍ
֛๚؉Ջԍ̵ᛔ૩տӧտݎ̵ཻࡅڹวெԍݢ
ᚆ᮷ฎӧኜԧᥴጱ̶ইຎݝฎ໑ഝᬯӻӫӱ٬ਧӞ
ӻፓຽݢᚆտఽکᭁᝯ̶ࢩԅࣁುጱӫӱഘ౮
ٍ֛ጱᘳӱጱ҅ײᛔ૩տӧᏟਧᛔ૩ฎӧฎ፥ጱࡅ
ཻᭇݳԪᬯӻᘳӱ̶ݶጱ҅ইຎݝฎ໑ഝᛔ૩
ጱᆽঅ٬ਧӞӻፓຽԞฃఽکᭁᝯ̶ࢩԅᛔ૩
ᬯӻᶾऒጱԧᥴݢᚆฎੴᴴጱ҅מ௳ฎӧᑍጱ̶ܔ
ᶌᛔ૩ᚆತکጱᔱකݢᚆ෫ဩکӞٍ֛ጱ̵
ጯᐿ҅܉᪠̶य़ጱᭁᝯ᭲ۑ֢ጱ౮ݢṈጱ̵ྍړݢ
֕ฎፓຽᬮฎᥝํ̶ᬯמݐ឴ײ௳ԭᦡਧᛔ૩ᴤ
ྦྷᘏෆ֛ፓຽ੪ᛗى᯿ᥝԧ̶Ḓض੪ฎग़ଘ
۱ೡᎣԒ̵ᦞ̵ࣚኜᛗੜᕁԡᒵᒵ҅҅௳מݐ឴ݣ
፡፡ٌ՜ՈጱՅᕪ̶ܲ՜ՈጱᕪܲӾ҅౯ժݢզ
ೆڊړӞԶํհ꧊ጱ̵ᛔ૩ୌᒈፓຽํපጱᅩ̶ᬯ
Զݢ௳מզํපଆۗᛔ૩ୌᒈᴤྦྷෆ֛ጱፓຽ̶
౯ӻՈᦊԅ҅ෆ֛ፓຽݢզཛྷᔡ҅֕ฎᴤྦྷፓຽ
ӞਧᥝႴศ̶ࢩԅෆ֛ፓຽݢզ᭗ᬦӞེེጱਠ౮
ᴤྦྷፓຽݒႴศ̶ྲই౯੪ฎ᭗ᬦӞེེጱਫ
ԟݱࣁᐿᶱፓጱᕪܲԧᥴᛔ૩ᥝই֜᧣ෆෆ֛
ፓຽ̶
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Val:  Actually I did not meet a lot of problems 
communicating with colleagues who are video 
editors or photographers. I would take a lot of 
online courses, such as New Studio Media and 
Master Class. Meanwhile, I read a lot of books 
and spent my whole summer vacation after 
gaokao reading books related to photography 
in the city library. The only time I met some 
problem communicating is the time when I 
interned at Shanghai Television and talked 
with the directors. They were used to using a 
lot of professional terminologies and terms 
when I had no idea what they were talking 
about. Also, I realized the difference between 
the styles of thinking. I kept the way of thinking 
as if it is my high school essay when I started 
choosing the topic at the very beginning of 
the internship. I would be humble about what 
you said about my “experience of being a 
director”. I merely directed a short film about 
WKU’s graduation season, and there is a 
long way to go for professional director. The 
most challenging thing is how to compete with 
students who are educated in relevant major, 
especially some from the reputable institutions. 
They are competitive and have been educated 
with four years of professional education. 
Sometimes I worry that those enterprises 
would simply pass those students who are not 
majoring in art. I cannot say I do not worry 
about that any more, but I can say I am less 

KIWI: As a non-professional hobbyist, do you 
have any problems when you communicate or 
work with professional colleagues? Can you share 
us with the most challenging issue on your way 
of image creation? Have you ever thought about 
giving up when you are facing it? And how do 
you solve that problem?

2

concerned by that question. I have realized 
that this industry is more about final movies 
instead of resume after communicating with 
some senior colleagues and two internships 
at Shanghai. Meanwhile, those students are 
limited in number while this industry needs a 
lot more talents, which means students who 
are not majoring in art can find a decent job 
in this industry. Meanwhile, the film industry 
is a booming business and it has a lot of 
opportunities. Therefore, I think the best way to 
solve the problem is to stay positive, and then 
find all kinds of ways to learn relevant skills. 
The ways can be books or online courses. I 
would watch a lot of online courses and read 
a lot of books after work during the internship 
in Shanghai. Also, it can be learning from 
your friends or colleagues. It is important to 
keep asking. As long as you ask in a proper 
way, most of them are glad to share their 
knowledge. 
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ฎླ໊ݷӱጱᑀቔኞ̶՜ժࣁᎣݷᎸᑪԧࢥଙӫ
ӱᶾऒጱፘىᎣᦩ҅ฎํஉ୩ጱᒋԩێጱ̶౯୮Ԟ
տᶋଉறմӱฎވտ໑ഝᴺ໊ӫӱፗളഭᴻᶋ
ᥤፘىӫӱጱኞ̶౯ӧ᧔౯ሿࣁਠقၾᴻԧԭ
ᬯӻᳯ᷌ጱற҅֕ฎᛗ౯ӧᮎԍறᡤԧ̶໑ഝࣁ
Ӥၹጱӷྦྷਫԟᕪḵզ݊ᤈӱٖᩒܲᘌጱݶԪԏ
ᳵጱဋ᭗҅౯ԧᥴ҅کᥤᤈӱٌਫๅے፡᯿֢ߝᘒ
ӧᶋӞᕕᓌ̶ܲݶᑀቔڊኞጱኞහᰁຄٌํᴴ҅
ᘒᤈӱጱՈᗌܩݗஉय̶़ᬯޱ፳҅୮ӥᶋᑀቔڊ
֕๕Ԫ؟ᤈӱጱݶԞਠݢقզತکஉঅጱ
ૡ̶֢ᥤᤈӱฎӞӻᬮࣁۡݎጱᤈӱ҅๚ጱ
տᬮํஉग̶़ಅզ౯ࣁᶎᬯӻᳯ᷌Ӥ҅Ḓض੪ฎ
ᑌຄԔᥡכ೮֢ڠᥤ᷇ጱ̶ۖێԔᥡጱஞாԭᥤ
፥ጱஉ᯿ᥝ̶ٌེ੪ฎమොᦡဩತ᭔ஆԟፘ֢ڠ᷇
Ꭳᦩى ᬯ̶ӻ᭔ஆݢզฎԡᗑ᧞ ౯̶ࣁӤၹਫԟ҅
ྯॠӤਠቔکࢧਹ੪ฎ፡ᗑ᧞፡ԡ̶ᬯӻ᭔ஆԞݢ
զฎ๏ᘏݶԪᮎ᯾ᬰᤈԟ̶ӧᘫӥᳯ፥ጱฎ
ᶋଉ᯿ᥝ̶ݝᥝᳯᳯ᷌ጱොୗྋᏟ҅य़᮱ړՈٌਫฎ
Ԕԭᥴᒼጱ̶

2

KIWI:  �֢ԅᶋӫӱڊጱي᪁ᆽঅᘏ҅᧗ᳯӨӫӱ
๐ᦜग़ጱᴥظᵱᥝވԪฎوժԻၞ̵Ԫ๏ݶጱڊ
ጱ᭲᪠Ӥ้֦֢҅ګ؟ࣁՁӞӥړҘᮎᚆ᪙य़ਹێ
Ҙ୮ᶎਙ҅ํހጱٍ๋ጱᳯ᷌ฎՋԍک᭬
ᬦమᥝනጱஷ१ހҘᮎ๋݈ݸฎই֜౮ۑଫᬯӻ
ᳯ᷌ጱޫҘ

ᨕڝ ��ٌਫ౯ࣁ൱൱؟ᘏᥤۄᬋጱݶԪԻ

ॡग़ᳯ᷌ጱ̶౯ᛔ૩տ݄ӤஉکԪොᶎฎဌํ᭬وၞ
ग़ᬯොᶎጱᗑ᧞҅ෛᇆ 0DVWHU�&ODVV ᮷ฎஉӧ
Კጱԟଘݶ̶ݣ౯Ԟ፡ᬦஉग़ᬯᔄጱԡ҅౯ṛ
ӾླӱጱาپԒྯॠ᮷ࢶ૱ࣁԡḅ፡؟ᔄԡᔁ̶
౯ࠔࣁӞ᭬کय़ᴥێጱฎࣁӤၹኪᥤݣਫԟ
ᄍժጱဋ᭗ Ḓ̶ض੪ฎํஉग़ӫӱݷ౯ฎӧԧᥴጱ҅
ํጱײᄍԟզԅଉጱԻၞฎ౯ӧॡቘᥴጱ̶
ݢᘳ؉᷌҅فڟ౯҅ڦ܄क़ᬮํᖌཛྷୗӤጱݚ
ᚆᬮ؊ኸڡࣁṛӾٟ֢ጱ᪠Ӥ̶ಅզԭԏڹᮎ
ӞᳯӾಅکጱ౯ጱᄍᕪܲ҅౯ٌਫฎӧ୮ጱ̶
౯ݝฎེڡᦶᄍԧ໊ጱླӱਊஙኪ҅֕ฎᐶ
౮ԅӞӻᄍᬮํஉᳩஉᳩጱ᪠ᥝᩳ̶
ྲํጱᳯ᷌੪ฎই֜ᑀቔኞᒋԩ҅ᇙڦ
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KIWI:  The dramatic shift from pursing 
better techniques to pursuing the beauty 
and harmony of overall aesthetics, has 
shown great change in your personality 
and personal charisma. I believe you have 
accumulate greatly from your experience. 
Can you tell me something about how 
your thoughts are changed during the four 
years in WKU? And how those experience 
change your aesthetic values towards a more 
profound level? 

Val:  I think I would answer this question by 
demonstrating how I treat the image industry. 
I treat image more about having better 
techniques in my first year. I would pay extra 
attention on the style and the way of presenting 
the image, instead of focusing on the image 
itself. The way of presenting the image 
includes the use of all kinds of equipment, so 
I spent a lot of time in studying all kinds of 
photographical equipment. After all the quality 
of a camera can influence the original material 
greatly. I would like to thank the Moment 
Studio of WKU for providing free access to 
quality Cannon lenses. Meanwhile, the way of 
presenting includes the aftereffects techniques, 
so I found a lot of books and online courses 
to study those tricks. Gradually my technique 
and experience reached a bottleneck, so I paid 
attention to something I used to neglect, which 
is the feeling of story in images. Of course it is 
a difficult idea to understand, which I am trying 
towards that. I used to visit a few photography 
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KIWI:  How would you summarize your 
university life in one sentence and what is 
your plan for your future.

Val: The learning process in the classroom is 
extremely important, but the more important 
lesson is the sociaty outside the campus. 
I want to do document films in my future. I 
think the power of seeking the truth is really 
impressive in the documents. I wish I can take 
more real stories in my future. It certainly 
does not mean I would directly enter the 
field of taking document movie. The period 
of documentation is extremely long, which 
may last for more than two years. I would 
accumulate my experience swiftly in other fields 
and bring those professional knowledge into 
the field of documentation. 

4

exhibitions, and I met a photographer from 
Magnum Photos. Those experience would 
undoubtedly influence my view of aesthetics 
and beauty. After listening to a document 
director during a speech activities held by 
Wenzhou Creation Network, I had a deeper 
understanding of the concept of “story”, and I 
realized it is my goal that I should pursue in my 
future.
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KIWI:  �᭄ದک᭄ٖ႗ک᭄ෆ֛ጱᜏ
᧯�ٌ҅Ӿರڊጱٖஞ̵Ո໒౮ᳩฎय़ጱٌ҅Ӿ
Ԟᆐ۱ތ፳Ⴎܹᴅܲጱᑌᔴ҅ݢզ᧨Ӟ᧨य़ࢥଙ
ᬦ݄֦ጱஞहݎኞԧՋԍހ۸ݒҘฎই֜ߥਭᗦఘ
᪁ᩳݻๅႮጱ੶ེጱҘ

ᨕڝ ���ᬯӻᳯ᷌౯տஇ؟ᤈӱጱଶࢧ
ᒼ̶ࣁय़Ӟጱ҅ײ౯இ؟ๅग़ฎ؊ኸࣁದૣጱ
ᑌᔴ̶౯տᇙဳڦ᯿Ӟӻᷚ؟໒ጱޝሿොୗ҅ᘒӧ
ฎ؟̶ᬯӻޝሿොୗḒ۱ضೡԧጱֵአ҅
ಅզ౯ԞӞଶᶋଉ፳ᭁԭݱᐿ൱҅ླᒌጱ
ᨶᰁᚆஉय़ᑕଶӤߥᔰጱኮᶎᨶᰁ̶ᬯ᯾Ԟᥝᶋ
ଉఽᨀ໊ጱ 0RPHQW�6WXGLR ᕳԧ౯ӧᜰӞړॠ
ॠአ֯ᚆय़ӣزጱտ̶ݶᬯӻޝሿොୗᬮ۱ೡԧ
ᗑ᧞ᦊ፥๗ದૣ҅ಅզ୮Ԟฎತԧஉग़ԡݸ
ԟᬯԶದૣ̶ᵋ፳ದૣᕪḵጱᑌᔴکᬡኒ᷀҅౯տ
তဳىӞԶզڹኼጱӳᥜ̶ᬯӻӳᥜ੪ฎ؟ጱ
ඳԪఽ̶୮ᆐᬯӻӳᥜဌํᮎԍঅቘᥴ҅౯ԞฎӞᎣ
൱ེ҅پ๗ᳵ݄፡ԧ̶ێۘݻஃᬯӻොࣁᥴጱ
ᬮํଛࣁӞེᦖଷӾᥠکԧӞ֖Ḙ໒ܖ൱̶ᬯԶ
ᕪܲ᮷տ෫୵දݒ౯؟ጱ፡ဩզ݊ਭᗦ̶ࣁჅ
ڠෛᗑᕶጱӞེᄍᦖၚۖӾ҅ލਠӞ֖ᕉ୯ᇆᄍ
ጱᄍᦖ҅౯ඳԪԞํԧๅےႮڰጱᦊᦩ҅ݶԞ
กᏟԧᬯฎᛔ૩๚మᥝ᭄ጱፓຽ̶

4

KIWI:  �ইຎአӞݙᦾ༷ೡ֦ጱय़ኞၚ֦҅տெԍ
᧔ޫҘᮎԍ֦๚ጱᥢښӨ๕ฎՋԍޫҘ

ᨕڝ �� �᧞झٖጱԟᛔᆐฎ᯿ᥝጱ҅֕ฎๅ᯿ᥝ
ጱฎ᧞क़ጱԟ̶౯๚మᥝԪጱฎᕉ୯ᇆොݻጱ
ૡ̶֢౯ᦊԅᕉ୯ᇆጱᮎᐿᦕ୯፥ਫጱێᰁฎᶋଉᵵ
ඕጱ̶౯Ԟ๕ࣁ๚౯ᚆೌڊๅग़፥ਫጱඳԪ̶୮
ᆐᬯଚӧޱ፳౯տፗളᬰفᕉ୯ᇆᶾऒૡ̶֢ᕉ୯
ᇆૡ֢ޮ๗ᶋଉᳩ҅Ӟ᮱ᕉ୯ᇆጱೌ൱ᳵӞᛱࣁӷ
ଙզӤ̶౯ݢᚆտٌ݄ض՜ᥤ᷇ᶾऒૡ֢ள᭛ᑌᔴ
ᕪḵ ԏ̔ٚݸଃ፳ෛጱӫӱᎣᦩᬰفᕉ୯ᇆᶾऒૡ̶֢
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GRADUATES’ OUTLOOK

Lynn          Maggie Phoenix

Isabella Pillow Val

Elaine Aven Lorraine

Cherry Calvin Lrene

Jasper Arturo Richard
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摘摘҈ Lynn
ۓᴬࠟ

ᴯỨᬡ҈ Jasper
ᰂᣟ

ԧ౯ᇿᒈᛔԆ౮ᳩጱሾह҅׀ఽᨀྮ໊҅طଙጱࢥჅᙗࣁḒᬦ݄զ݊ࢧ
ఽᨀӞፗࣁ౮ᳩጱᬯӻଙ҅তᕣᚆכ೮ṛଶᛔ҅ࣁ॒ڰᛔ౯ๅᬽጱ
ᇫா ౯̶ෛẌԪᇔᖌ೮୩ᅱጱঅ॰ஞ鿬౯ၿሐ۱ೡڠಭ ᇈ̵ߝ ӱ̵ڠ ᓕ̵ቘ̵
ԏێᩒრ҅ۗᶾऒ҅ᑌຄӿᐒտਫ᪢ᕪܲ҅ᑌᔴᎣᦩ̵Ոᚉݱፅᒵل
᭄᪠Ӥॷ᪒፳҅Ԟ๕ᛔ૩ᚆᚕ᪭ਫࣁ̶ఽᨀᛔ૩Ӟፗݎጱᘳӱݸ
؉ӻଛᐰጱՈ҅ᦏኞ꧌ჿԎ҅ᦏᐒտݒๅےᗦঅ҅ᦏՈᔄݒๅے
ଛᐰ̶

ӧଃ݄᭳ਠ౮ྯӞկԪ҅ಗ፳̵
ᆽ̶ᬱᆽᛔ૩Ԟོᩝ՜ݢܩ୩װ
Ո҅ᱮᦕ፳ஞᬮᬱ̵᪠ᬮᳩ̶ᐞᐰ
౯ժጱ๚҅ฎᚆᦏ౯ժԅԏۘێ
Өஷጱ̶

ੀ
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ັᜏ҈ Cherry


Ԅᴡ҈ݾ Elaine
ᰂᣟ

ᙲᴡ҈ Isabella
տᦇ

๕Ⴥᙗ᩼᩼ېঅ҅෭ํᛔ૩
ጱ်Ҕ๕౯๚Ԟᚆۘێ
ԟ҅ࣁᛔ૩ጱԟᶾऒ឴ୌ҅
ᛔኧᛔࣁኞၚ̶

ྯӻቔੈਰํپӻཻࡅෆॠἒ
Ӟ᩸҅ӧᶶ୵य़ᒞय़ᳺጱዙৼ̶ࣁ
ᐞౄটጱय़طᴻԧᎣᦩ
զक़҅ත឴ๅग़ቊᩃጱ᧩̵ᦸ
ᬱො̶:.8HU ᮷ฎ๋༉ጱ̶

᭙ᘒᬦᷢطଙࢥ ̔ ��ک��҅
ᩳᬦԧӞྦྷ॰ওጱ᭔ ��ሿࣁ౯ᒊࣁ
ԧӞӻᕣᅩӞӻ᩸ᅩԏӤ̶Ⴥᙗ
௮य़҅ྋࣁ౯ጱ੪ᴺ໊ݒԅ౯
ጱྮ̶໊ᩳᬦԧ໊ࢮӾጱྯӞ᪠҅
፡ᬦԧ໊ࢥࢮӧݶጱวᛘ̵ଉଉ
ෛጱᜰ̵ນឍํጱក๙҅

Ԟࣁय़᪠ �� ᬦԧᮎԍग़ک᭬ݩ
ኞࣁݶᆽᘒჅำጱՈ҅౯ժӞݢ
Ӥᥠᦤԧᵙጱᷚว҅౯ฎইڜ
ྌ๗இ౯ժᬮᚆࣁ᭬؍๚ጱ
̶๕ஂ҅ᬱၿ᯿၇҅ࢧḒ
ፘ๕҅ẌᤏைḘׁ҅෯ଙ̶ౄށ
ଉ֒ଙ҅ڡஞӧԔፘᎣ̶
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Lynn 
Global Business 

Jasper 
Finance 

Looking back on the past and the four years in WKU, I 
thank my alma mater for providing an environment where 
I can grow up independently. I thank the young man who 
has been growing up with high level of self-discipline and 
constant self-evaluate. I maintain a strong curiosity about 
new things and engage myself in various fields including 
venture capital investment, branding, entrepreneurship, 
management, and public welfare. I actively enrich my 
social practice experience, accumulate knowledge and 
resources to help my future professional development. 
I thank myself for chasing my dreaming, and hope that 
I can be a happy person down to earth, making my life 
meaningful, the society a better place, and human beings 
happier.

Do everything without regret. Be persistent, 
tenacious but also cute.
Always love yourself and appreciate 
others. Keep in mind that the heart is still 
determined and the road is still long.
Bless our future, which makes us work 
hard and miss it.

ੀ
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Cherry 
English 

Elaine 
Finance

Isabella 
Accounting 

I hope that WKU will get better 
and better, and that the swimming 
pool will be built soon. I hope 
that I can study hard in the future, 
gaining achievements in my field 
of study while living freely.

In every class or dormitory, there are always a 
few madmen who like to be together and make 
whoopee all day regardless of the image. In 
addition to knowledge, I wish my younger brothers 
and sisters can gain precious friendships as well as 
poetry and dreams in WKU. WKUers are the best. 

Four years have passed by quickly. From 18 to 
22 years old, after a wonderful journey, now 
I stand on both an end and a starting point. 
Wenzhou-Kean University is changing from 
the college where I study to the college where 
I use to study. I have walked every road on the 
campus. I have seen the different views of the 
campus at four o'clock, flowers blooming and 
grass green.I have met so many lovely and 
warm people at 88 Daxue Road.
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ޮባ�҈�Maggie
ۓᴬࠟ

Maggie ֦உଛᬩ҅ࠟӱฎᛔ૩ᅾᆽӬଚӬᳩጱԪఘ҅ᖀᖅࣙਧ؉
ᛔ૩ཻࡅጱԪఘ҅މᬯྯॠᯯ᮷ฎஞጱ҅ᬱଙ҅ᬱᅾဴፄ፮̶

ఽ௮ಅํ౯᭬کՈ҅ᬃڹᨄጱᅩࢫᴚמձጱඪ೮֦҅ժํྲײ౯

ᛔ૩ๅፘמ “Maggie will be a successful business woman”̶
౯තکጱἩۜඪ೮୮֢Ӟղॠֵಭᩒ҅ࣁ๚౯๕ݢզ୮ႀဣፘ
ಸ̶ᨀᨀ ᚆ᮷ᤩਜ਼᯿҅۱ೡ౯ᬯݢᬯ᯾҅ྯӞᐿᇿᇙጱࣁ8҅.:
ŉӧۓྋӱŊጱᰀৼ̶य़य़ੜੜ܈ग़ӻᶱፓ໊໊ٖ҅क़پ܈ࢥᄍᦖ҅

ӠӠེكك፻ࣁᏝے݄݇ܡտᦓ҅ӧग़ӧጱݪلOffer҅ෆෆἶἶጱ
ӷᶭᓌܲဃႚӥय᭜ԧሿࣁጱMaggie̶ሿ҅ࣁਖ਼ེٚႴᑮᛔ૩҅ଃ
፳ᑮጱஞா҅ᖀᖅӥӞᴤྦྷጱᗦঅᑕ̶

WKU҅ᬯӻᐟ॰ጱො҅ᨀᨀ֦҅ᦏ౯୦ེ᭲᩻҅ٚڦՈਹጱੜ
Ӟ᩸᪒ᕚӤ̶ಥ᠃ᆙᶶ҅Maggieݶԧکࢧ ஞఽ௮̶

����҅ӧ᧔ٚᥠ҅ࢩԅ౯ժጱඳԪڟڟত̶
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ॸԿ҈Arturo�
ஞቘ

ଙ੪ᬦ݄ԧ̶ࢥଙᬦጱ፥ጱஉள҅፲ᳵࢥჅᙗጱࣁ
ᬯࢥଙԧӷེӫӱ҅Ӥԧ෫හԲᜰكᳪጱ᧞҅ᕣԭӥਧ٬ஞᩳ
Ӥஞቘᬯ᪠̶
ᡱᆐஞ᯾๚ํ෫ᴴጱమ҅҅܅ර҅Ԋᛗ֦ࠟ҅౯ஞ᯾
᮷Ⴔ༩ᬯӞ᪠ӧտӞᷚᶲ̶֕ฎᕡమ҅᧡ጱߺ᪠݈Ӟਧտᶲᷚ
ᶲޫҘ
ӧզݢݸզग़य़ᕁय़ᔳ҅ݝ๕෫ᦞԪՋԍ҅᮷؟ᛔ૩ࣁჅᙗ
ጱᬯࢥଙӞ҅ᳯஞ෫ూ̶ݢܨ
๕෫ᦞᛔ૩զݸӥਧ٬ஞ؉Ջԍ ᮷̔ݢզޞᦫᛔ૩ӧտኸӥ᭳҅
ԅᛔ૩૪ᕪᦶᬦಅํտ̶ࢩ
౯ӧঅ᧔ᛔ૩ਖ਼Ӟਧտํग़ԍṛጱ౮੪҅֕ฎ౯ࣙמ୮౯զࢧݸ
ᶶᛔ૩ᩳᬦጱ᪠҅؉ᬦጱೠ҅౯ݢզޞᦫᛔ૩๚้ఄݸᬦ̶

ᬯԶଙ҅౯ࣁ᪒ݻय़य़ੜੜጱڊ
Ӿᳩय̶़ᨀᨀྯӞ֖ԅ౯ݗ
᪠ ଆ̵౯ےရ̵R ౯റᔱጱՈ҅
౯ࢩྌӞ᪠ଘਞ ̶ᳵᬦஉள҅
অ؟Քଙॕॠڟᥝف҅ᘒࣁ
౯ᶎڹጱܩਖ਼ฎݚӞಈ໊ᳪෛ
ጱ᩸᪒ᅩ̶
ᬦ݄ሿ҅ࣁ౯ጱྯӞӻ٬ਧ᮷
ᕳ๚ኮӤԧࢻࢻ ই̶ຎํӞॠ҅
౯ᚆکࢻᛔ૩ཻ݈ࡅᳩጱᶾऒ҅
ᆐݸአێᎸᑪ҅ᮎమଫᧆ੪ਠ
౮ԧӞ̶
๕౯ጱଛᬩᬮဌํአਠ̶෫ᦞ
 ᡂ໒�҈ Pillowޓ̶ۢے౯᮷҅دߺࣁ

տᦇ
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Maggie
Global Business 

ੀ
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Maggie, you are so lucky. Business is what you 
love and also what you are good at. Stick to 
do what you like firmly then you can wake up 
in happiness every day. "O ever youthful, O 
ever weeping."
I am grateful for all people I met. Thanks for 
the humble guidance from seniors and support 
from the team. Sometimes, you believe that 
"Maggie will be a successful businesswoman" 
more than I do. I regard every encouragement 
and support that I received as an angel 
investment and I wish I can pay back in the 
future.Thank you, WKU, where every unique 
possibility is respected including me as a 
"trifler". It is more than ten projects including 
big and small, over forty speeches in and out 
of school, some times sleeping in the train to 
attend meetings, certain offers and a clear 
two-page resume that shaped today’s Maggie. 
Now, I will empty myself again and continue 
the next phase of my wonderful journey with a 
clear mindset.
WKU is a magical place. Thank you for letting 
me overtake in a bend and return back to the 
same starting line as other children. Maggie 
felt grateful for your kindness.
2020, never say goodbye because our story is 
just beginning.
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Arturo
Psychology 

The four years in WKU really passed quickly. In a 
flash, four years passed.
I changed my major twice in the past four years, 
and took countless courses, before finally making 
up my mind to take the path of psychology.
Although I have so many ideas for the future, from 
being a doctor, a teacher, to even a businessman. 
We all know in our hearts that the road ahead 
will not be smooth, but hey, who's path is smooth 
anyway?
I don’t ask for being famous in the future. I just 
hope that no matter what I do, I will be just as 
proud as I have been in WKU for four years.
I hope that no matter what I decide to do in the 
future, I can tell myself that I will not regret, 
because I have tried all opportunities.
I cannot say how much success I will have in the 
future, but I firmly believe that when I look back 
on the path I have traveled and the choices I have 
made, I can tell myself that I have never regretted 
it.

Over the years, I have grown up quietly while running 
towards different exits. Thank you to everyone who gave 
me directions, cheered for me, and explored with me.Time 
passed quickly. It seems as if I was just about to start 
college life this summer, but what in front of me is a gate 
to another school and a brand-new starting point.
No matter past or present, every decision I made draws a 
circle for the future. If one day, I can get into the field that 
I love and excel at, and then study hard, then my dream 
should be partially realized.
I hope my luck has not run out. No matter where I am, I 
shall be more courageous.

Pillow 
Accounting
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้၂҈Aven
ᰂᣟ

ᨀᛯ�҈ Calvin�
ᦇᓒᑀӨದ

๕๚ጱᛔ૩ӧտၚڦࣁՈጱӮኴ᯾҅ᘒฎᚆ
ड़ӧෙᲷᅫᛔ૩ԅካՈ॒ݒӧచጱᚆێङِ
ᛔ૩ᇿᒈᘍᳯ᷌ጱᖌොୗ̶

'R�127�6HWWOH�)RU�/HVV�

ӧউᛔ៎ᡀ҅ӧ፲ṛಋ̶֗
ᛔמಛࣁ᚜Ӥ ก̔ॠᖀᖅےရ̶
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ᄞᵳ᜴�҈�Phoenix


๕ᛔ૩ᚆๅےଫද҅ݒളݑද҅ݒ಼ද҅ݒӧ
؊ᬰྍ̶
Ⴥᙗ૪ᕪදݒԧஉग़Ո҅๕ๅग़ᗦঅጱදࣁݒჅᙗݎኞ̶
ሿ҅ࣁ:RUOG�FODVV ӞӻፓຽҔ๕๚҅ݩݗݙӞ؟ᚆๅݢ
ᬯӻ੪ฎჅᙗጱᇙ̶๗இํӞॠ᯿҅ࢮ໊ࢧሿࣁጱჅ
ᙗՈ᮷ᚆᛔמ᧔ŉ౯ᛔᬯ᯾Ŋ҅๚ጱჅᙗՈ᮷ᚆṛي
᧔ŉཻᬨࢧਹŊ̶

ሴ᳑�҈ Richard

૱០ᲀ

ٌਫᳵ፥ጱᬦஉள҅፲ԏᳵ౯Ԟ౮ԅԧਖ਼ᥝ
ླӱጱŉᘌᳩŊ̶ࢧᶶᬯࢥଙ๋҅ஞጱԪ੪ฎࣁ
ᬯӻ໊ᦊᦩԧᬯԍग़ݢᆽጱՈ̶ᇮᦕय़Ӟጱ
ԧ໊ጱኞय̵़ֵፅ᮱̵ᗵྷቖᴚᒵᒵے݇ײ
ᕟᕢ҅ྯӞེጱၚۖ᯾ጱ्ཻᒞӨᮎԶᒞ᚜᮷ᦏ
౯ᦕᇮෛ̶
ఽᨀᬯࢥଙಅํᦏ౯౮ᳩጱՈԪ҅Ԟఽᨀ౯ጱঀ
๏ᚆࣁ౯๋֗ᨕጱײᴿ֎፳౯̶ᒊࣁᬯӻ๚
ጱਁ܈᪠҅ݗ౯๕ᛔ૩ᚆӧڡஞ҅ӧෙ೪ൟ҅
݄റᔱՈኞጱๅग़ݢᚆ҅౯Ԟፘמಅํ:.8HUV
᮷ᚆԡٟંԭ՜ժᛔ૩ጱඳԪ̶
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Aven 
Finance

Calvin 
Computer Science

I hope I will not live in the world of someone 
else in the future. Instead, as a man, I can 
constantly become even-tempered and cultivate 
my independent thinking.

Do NOT Settle For Less.

Don’t be arrogant. Don’t be unrealistic.
Put on a confident face. Keep carrying on tomorrow.

ੀ
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Phoenix 
English

I hope I can cope with changes, accept them, 
embrace them and keep moving on at leisure.
Wenzhou-Kean University has changed a lot of 
people and I wish there will be more beautiful 
changes taking place here. “World-class” may 
be more like a slogan or a goal now. However, 
I hope this can be Wenzhou-Kean University ’s 
characteristic in the future. I am looking forward 
to someday when we go back to the campus, 
today’s WKUers can proudly say: “I am from here” 
and future’s WKUers can delightedly say “Welcome 
back”.

Actually, time runs really fast and in the blink of an eye, I 
become the old senior who is going to graduate. Looking 
back on these four years, the happiest thing is to know 
so many lovely people in this school. I still remember 
when I was a freshman, I joined the student ambassador, 
department of rights and interests, the badminton team 
and other organizations at school. The joy and laughter 
as well as those smiling faces in each activity still remain 
fresh in my memory.
 I am grateful for all the things and people that made me 
grow up in these four years. I also thank for my girlfriend 
who accompanied me when I was at my low ebb. Standing 
at the crossroads of the future, I hope I can always keep 
my originality, continue to struggle and to explore more 
possibilities in my life. I also believe that all WKUers can 
write their own stories.

Richard 
Marketing
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 ᨕ�҈ Valڝ
૱០ᲀ

ሿࢧࣁᬦ१݄፡ᛔ૩ᩳᬦጱᬯय़ࢥଙ҅፥ጱฎ݄کԧஉग़உग़ጱො᭬҅ᥠԧஉ
ग़ํ᪁ጱՈԪ҅Ԟ᮷ӞӞአݱᐿ؟ጱ୵ୗᦕ୯ԧӥ̶ᬯԶԭ౯ᘒ҅᮷ฎᶋ
ଉቊᩃጱ҅᮷ฎ౯ӧෙ౮ᳩጱ᭲᪠ӤጱӞ᮱̶ړ�Ԟ๕ᛔ૩ࣁ๚ᚆड़Ӟፗࣙ೮
݄؉ᬯԶԪఘ҅ӧᤩဲࣁӻොկԪఘӤ҅ᘒฎ݄ๅग़ጱො҅ᥠๅग़ጱ
ՈԪ҅ኸӥๅग़ጱ̶֢ߝ

୮ᆐ҅Ԟӧᚆݝ؉ӞկԪఘ̶๕ᛔ૩ᚆड़ӧෙ݄ᦶ҅כ೮ᛔ૩ጱڠ᭜҅ێԾڊ
ๅํےԎํێߥጱ҅ᚆۖՈጱӳᥜ̶Ԟ๕ᛔ૩ᬱํֵఽ҅ᬯӻӮኴ
ჿ࠺ᨱձఽ҅Ԟ꧌ჿኞၚጱ๕̵ݻஃ෫ᴴጱᅾᆽ̶

ჅᙗࢥଙጱඳԪᕮԧ҅֕ᬮํๅग़ጱඳԪࣁ๚ᒵ፳౯݄ݎሿᦕ୯̶�๕
ᬱࣙਧ҅ᬱࣁ᪠Ӥ҅ᬱํᆽ๕̶
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ሴᴡᅓ҈ Lorraine 


ଙय़ኞၚᕳԨ౯ग़ᖌଶጱᥤࢥ
ᦶጱாଶ̶֢ԅᔮጱኞ҅౯তᕣᶋ
ଉ᯿ᥤӫӱ᧞ጱԟ҅অಎਫጱचᏐ̶
᧞क़҅ࣁ 'U��$OR\VLXV�:RQJ ጱኞᇔᑀ
ᎸᶱፓጱᬦᑕӾ҅౯ࣁਫḵਰ᯾ತک
ԭಯኞᔰጱଫአސᐏ̶౯ᅾᆽᬚᦞ҅Ӟ
᪠ᩳܖᳰ۹ᬰقف٬ᩦҔ౯ԞཻࡅԻ
ၞᤒᬡ҅ࢩྌڹஃԐهظӨӮኴݱጱय़
ኞӞ᩸റᔱ۸̵Ԟ֢ԅӳ᭲ԆݻӞռ
۹ᗦ֢ਹ൱ժփඎჅጱܲݥႵ
რ̶ŉӧӫӞŊጱ౯ࣁᛔ૩Ӥݎሿԧๅ
ग़ጱݢᚆ̶ఽᄶӞ᪠ᩳጱ᭬ᥠ҅౯ፘ
๚ጱ᪠տๅᔜ̶מ

ܨԅႮᎣ๚Ոኞጱ᭲᪠ჿ་҅๕ᛔ૩ࢩ
ֵᚕ᪭ဲိԞᥝۘێ؉অྯӞӻೠ҅؉অগܐ
Өᕷ҅ۘێ؉ӧᦏᛔ૩ఄݸጱԪ̶౯ӞፗฎӞ
ӻӧॡ࠺ԭᘏԭᤒᬡఽఘጱՈ҅ᦕࣁṛӾ
ླӱጱٙৼӤٟᬦ୮ᥧஉၶ३ጱ᷌ԅŉ܈ଙݸ
ጱᛔ૩Ŋੜ֢҅ࢩԅԭ๚ॡᬦᭁᝯ ŉ̔ਹՈ̵
๏ ̵ԟŊਁݝᇆកកԧԪ Ӟ̶ట ଙᬦ݄҅̔ࢥ
ሿࣁጱ౯ತکԅกᏟጱॳො҅ݻय़ࢥଙᦏ
౯ᥧܻᛔ૩ᬮํᚆێڦکՈጱོᩝ̶ԭ๚
҅౯మࣁय़ጱླӱٙӤےӤŉᛔ૩Ŋŉᛔ૩
অጱՈŊ҅ྯݻӞӻ፥ஞஇᛔ૩ጱՈ᭲ᨀ҅ଃ፳
ౖౙ๕ᏁᏌڹᤈ҅Ⴥຨզஇ̶

ᕉᗵ�҈ Irene 
ᰂᣟ
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Val 
Marketing

Looking back at my past four years I have spent 
in the university, I did go to a lot of places, 
met many interesting people and things and 
recorded all of them in various forms of video.
These are all precious for me and are part of 
my path to growing up. I also hope that I can 
keep doing these things in the future. Instead of 
being confined to a certain place or a certain 
thing, I will go to more places, see more people 
and things, and complete more works.

Of course, I won’t just do one thing. I hope I 
can keep trying, maintain my creativity, and 
produce something more meaningful, influential 
and touching. I also hope that I will always have 
a sense of mission, a sense of goodwill and 
responsibility towards the world, and a sense of 
hope, longing and infinite love for life.

WKU’s four-year story is over, but there are 
many more stories to be discovered and 
recorded in the future. I wish I can be forever 
determined, forever on the way, forever with 
love and hope.
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Lorraine

English

 As I know that life is full of thorns, I hope that I will 
try to make every good choice, learn to compromise 
and learn to refuse even though in the muddy path. 
I will try not to do anything I may regret. Actually, I 
am always not very good at expressing and dare to 
show my feelings. I remember that I wrote a small 
composition with a grandiose title "Myself in Ten 
Years" on my high school graduation brochure. As 
I was too confused about the future, I hastily wrote 
a few words about "family, friends and study". In a 
blink of an eye, four years have been past. I find 
a clearer direction for the struggle now and my 
university life let me realize that I have the ability to 
be appreciated by others. As for the future, I would 
like to add "myself" and "those who are good to 
themselves" in the graduation book of the university. 
I would like to express my thanks to everyone who 
treats me sincerely and continue to move on with a 
great longing and hope.

Irene
Finance

Four years of college life gave me a multi-
dimensional perspective and an adventurous 
attitude. As an English major student, I always 
attached great importance to the study of 
major courses and laying a solid foundation. 
Outside of class, during the biology research 
project with Dr. Aloysius Wong, I looked for 
the application and inspiration of antibiotics 
in the laboratory. I loved debate and competed 
all the way to the national finals. I also liked 
to communicate and express, so I traveled to 
Ukraine to explore the culture with college 
students from all over the world. I also hosted 
and welcomed North American writers and 
photographers to experience the historical 
origins of Wenzhou. I found more possibilities 
in myself. I am grateful for the acquaintances 
along the way and I believe that the future 
will be more exciting.
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ྯӞଙ᮷ํՈླӱ

ྯӞଙ᮷ํՈ፳ᒞ፳ᐶ

ࣁ֦ڹᒊࣁᬱ॒๕፳

ᘒՔଙ҅ᕣԭ֦کԧ

ഘӤॊ๐҅ಀӤॊଌ

አᚕྍӢᰁࢥଙጱᦕ

މ፡ੈਰӞ፲ٚݸ๋

ࢥଙӞᅩӞᅩऴჿጱӳᥜ

ٚӞᅩӞᅩ൪݄ڊ

ଙጱᳵᬦॡளࢥ

ێลጱࠟᴺᦕ֘ԧ֦ጱۘٹ

ज़ภጱఘ׃᪒᭲ኸӥԧ֦ጱ

ᮎԶᔲୟگᄶጱಶ᧞

ᮎԶఏӞᕚጱ ''/

᮷౮ԧ :.8HU ፘᥤӞᒞጱἕॶ

֦ᚙӥॊ๐҅ᙧӤԧჿۢ

๚ᬮํᭁᝯ໊҅ࢮᬮ꧌ჿӧᛣ

ᬯӻӮኴ፳ݻஃӨӧਞ

֕ӧᓕெԍ֦҅ᬮฎླӱԧ

֦ᥝፘמӞᝒڔᵙ᮷ํੱ१

Ӟڔ๕᮷ڹࣁො




